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 Journal of Economic Perspectives- Volume 2, Number 2 -Spring 1988-Pages 3-13

 Distinguished Lecture on

 Economics in Government:

 Thinking About International

 Econoniic Coordination

 Martin S. Feldstein

 I should perhaps begin these remarks by emphasizing that I am not opposed to

 international cooperation in economic affairs. We as economists recognize that

 conflict in international trade and the development of protectionist policies would

 reduce the standard of living around the world. Moreover, the immediate effect of a

 shift to protectionism could be a major worldwide recession.

 The quiet exchange of macroeconomic forecasts and policy plans among govern-

 ment officials that occurs within the framework of the Bank for International

 Settlements, the OECD, the Group of 7 (the United States, Great Britain, France,

 Germany, Japan, Italy and Canada) and elsewhere plays an important role in the

 formulation of domestic economic policies. It is also important for maintaining

 friendly working relationships among governments that senior officials are not surprised

 by major policy shifts abroad.

 I start with these obvious remarks and with the assertion that I am not opposed

 to international cooperation in all economic matters because I do not want to be

 misunderstood when, as in this lecture, I stress the counterproductive consequences of

 the international coordination of macroeconomic policy.

 I do not deny that the economies of the world are linked in a way that makes the

 monetary and budget policies adopted in one country affect the economic perfor-

 mance of other countries. But I believe that many of the claimed advantages of

 cooperation and coordination are wrong, that there are substantial risks and disad-

 vantages to the types of coordination that are envisioned, and that an emphasis on

 international coordination can distract attention from the necessary changes in

 domestic policy. Moreover, the attempt to pursue coordination in a wide range of

 macroeconomic policies is likely to result in disagreements and disappointments that

 * Martin Feldstein is Professor of Economics, Harvard University, and President, National Bureau

 of Economic Research, both in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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 4 Economic Perspectives

 reduce the prospects for cooperation in those more limited areas of trade, defense and

 foreign assistance where international cooperation is actually necessary.'
 In stressing the limited scope for the international coordination of macroeconomic

 policy and exchange rates, I do not wish to imply that such action is never

 appropriate: Far from it. There are some small and very interdependent countries

 where such coordination should undoubtedly be the general rule. There are also some

 conditions when the potential gains from coordination are such that all countries

 could expect to benefit from participation. But the active coordination of the macro-

 economic policies and of exchange rates among the United States, Japan and

 Germany will generally be inappropriate. Moreover, as I shall explain in these

 remarks, the United States is particularly unsuited to participate in an ongoing

 process of economic coordination.

 The Management of Exchange Rates

 After less than a decade of floating exchange rates, the sharp rise in the value of

 the dollar during the early 1980s caused a renewed interest in the possibility of the

 international management of exchange rates and even of a return to a system of fixed

 exchange rates. The rise in the real value of the dollar was the primary reason why the

 United States shifted from a trade surplus in 1981 to a massive trade deficit by 1986.

 It is not surprising, therefore, that American businesses and their workers in the wide

 range of industries hurt by the strong dollar called for government action to stop and

 reverse the dollar's rise.

 Until September 1985, the Reagan Administration argued that the value of the

 dollar should be left to the market and that it was inappropriate to shift U.S. domestic

 economic policy or to intervene in currency markets in an attempt to alter the dollar's

 value. This was a continuing source of conflict with the European and Japanese

 governments that did not like the dollar's rise because of the inflationary pressures

 that it imparted to their own economies, the rising real interest rates that resulted from

 the capital outflow to the United States, and the increased support for protectionist

 trade policies that was developing in the United States because of the surging U.S.

 trade deficit.

 'My criticisms of international macroeconomic coordination were sketched first in an article that I wrote for

 the Economist magazine ("The World Economy Today," June 11, 1983). Earlier versions of the current

 lecture were presented as one of my two 1986 Horowitz Memorial Lectures of the Bank of Israel and as a

 lecture on the fiftieth anniversary of Nuffield College, Oxford (see Feldstein, forthcoming). The general

 subject of international economic cooperation (in macroeconomic policy, exchange rate policy, international

 trade and developing country debt management) was unexplored at an April 1987 conference of the

 National Bureau of Economic Research. The conference volume presents valuable survey papers, personal

 comments by individuals who have had significant experience in government and business, and an extensive

 bibliography that makes it unnecessary to provide such references in the current talk; my own views are

 summarized in an introductory chapter. The interested reader may also wish to see Feldstein (1987b;

 forthcoming a, b).
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 Feldstein 5

 The Plaza Hotel meeting of the finance ministers of the G-5 countries (United

 States, Great Britain, France, Germany and Japan) in September 1985 was a political
 watershed in this process. Faced with the reality that the dollar had been declining for

 more than six months, Treasury Secretary James Baker abandoned the previous

 Treasury position that the strong dollar was a measure of foreign investors' approval

 of the economic policies of the United States. He acknowledged publicly that the high

 value of the dollar was a serious problem for American industry. And, most surpris-

 ingly and significantly of all, he agreed to participate in coordinated exchange market

 intervention aimed at lowering the dollar's value.

 Immediately after the Plaza meeting the United States did join with other

 countries in a major exchange market intervention, selling dollars and buying other

 currencies. The Japanese central bank also raised short-term interest rates temporarily

 in order to make yen denominated bonds a more attractive investment and thereby to

 stimulate the demand for the yen.

 Exchange rate targeting and economic policy coordination aimed at achieving

 desired levels of the exchange rates have been a frequent theme of intergovernmental

 meetings since that time. The finance ministers of the G-7 countries met at the Louvre

 in February 1987 to assert their belief in macroeconomic coordination and to call for

 exchange rate stability. They reaffirmed this call at the June 1987 Venice summit and

 the September 1987 IMF-World Bank meeting. In more recent days (November and

 December 1987), European and Japanese government officials have repeated their

 case for coordinated actions to achieve a stable value of the dollar and a new G-7

 communique calling for a stable dollar has been issued.

 In contrast to these assertions, I believe that the dollar must continue to decline

 because the future trade deficit implied by the dollar's current level would be too large

 to finance otherwise. Experts estimate that without a further decline of the dollar the

 U.S. trade deficit will remain at more than $100 billion a year and the current

 account deficit will grow explosively because of the interest and dividends owed on the

 U.S. net borrowing from abroad. Only a decline of the dollar can achieve the change

 in the relative prices of American and foreign goods that can induce American

 consumers to import less and foreign consumers to buy more American-made goods.

 The more rapid growth in Japan and Europe that the finance ministers continually

 stress as an alternative to a dollar decline simply cannot be powerful enough to make

 a significant dent in the U.S. trade deficit. Similarly, while a decline of the American

 budget deficit would help to shrink the U.S. trade deficit, it would do so by lowering

 U.S. interest rates which in turn would reduce the value of the dollar; a decline in the

 budget deficit, while essential for other reasons, is not an alternative to a decline in the

 dollar as a means of shrinking the trade deficit. (A longer nontechnical discussion of

 why the dollar must decline is presented in Feldstein, 1987a.)

 I believe that the pursuit of exchange rate goals is likely to be both futile and

 economically damaging, not just in the current circumstances but more generally as

 well. In the short term, as the experience of October 1987 painfully demonstrated, the

 expectation that monetary policy would tighten to defend artificial exchange rate
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 6 Economic Perspectives

 levels can destabilize financial markets. The fear that the Fed would push rates even

 higher than they were in early October-to offset the downward pressure on the

 dollar that resulted from the unfavorable trade news of October 14th-was one of the

 key factors that triggered the stock market crash. Over an extended period of time,

 the primary risk in the pursuit of exchange rate targets is an increase in the rate of

 inflation in every country. A policy of targeting exchange rates can also hurt the

 process of capital formation, weaken the capital goods and construction industries,

 and delay the recovery of the manufacturing industries that are hurt by an overvalued

 exchange rate.

 Nominal and Real Exchange Rates

 To understand the likely effects of an exchange rate policy, it is crucial to

 distinguish between changes in nominal exchange rates and changes in real exchange

 rates. The change in the nominal exchange rate between two countries is the change in

 the actual exchange rate that prevails in the market. The change in the real exchange

 rate is equal to the change in nominal exchange rate adjusted for differences in the

 inflation rates in the two countries. It is, of course, the real value of the currency that

 influences the competitiveness of the country's products and thus its exports and

 imports. This point is worth emphasizing for two reasons.

 First, the political discussion about exchange rate targets, target zones and

 exchange rate management are always in terms of the nominal exchange rates.

 Therefore even if the politically agreed upon exchange rate targets were achieved and

 maintained, the relative competitiveness of the countries could change substantially

 because differences in inflation rates would cause the real exchange rates to change. In

 short, exchange rate management is likely to be misguided because it focuses on the

 wrong target.

 Second, economic policies that change a country's rate of inflation can easily alter

 nominal exchange rates without changing the real exchange rates. Therefore, there is

 a serious danger that an agreement to stabilize exchange rates would lead to increased

 inflation without any change in the real exchange rates that influence imports and

 exports.

 Consider, for example, the sharp rise in the real value of the dollar that began in

 1980 because of the massive increase in current and projected U.S. budget deficits.

 Reversing the budget deficit could have prevented the dollar's rise or caused it to

 decline at an earlier time. But on the basis of my experience as a participant in the

 making of American economic policy at that time, I do not believe that an exchange

 rate agreement would have produced such a change in budget policy. The Reagan

 administration was already trying to reduce the budget deficit by a strategy that

 combined major domestic spending cuts with a conditional tax increase. There is no

 reason to think that it would have taken a more conciliatory position with Congress in

 order to deal with the high dollar. Treasury Secretary Regan apparently believed that
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 Thinking About International Economic Coordination 7

 the budget deficit had no effect on the dollar. In addition, many experts both inside
 and outside the government argued that the strong dollar showed only that monetary

 policy was too tight and therefore argued in favor of depressing the dollar by a

 monetary expansion.

 If the United States had agreed in 1983 to stop the dollar's rise, the easiest way

 would have been for the Federal Reserve to ease monetary policy. The easier

 monetary policy would have temporarily lowered real interest rates and that in turn

 would have caused a temporary decline in the real value of the dollar. More

 importantly, the easier monetary policy would produce inflation and the inflation

 would cause the dollar's nominal value to decline. In the end, there would have been

 no change in the real exchange rate or the trade deficit but a higher price level and a

 high rate of inflation.

 Of course, there are two sides to every exchange rate and the relative value of the

 dollar could have been depressed by a tightening of monetary policy in Europe and

 Japan that lowered the inflation rates in those countries. There was in fact some

 tightening of monetary policy in Europe in response to the rising dollar, but that

 process was inevitably limited by the increased unemployment that resulted from such

 a monetary contraction. Political reality would inevitably have required that a change

 in monetary policy to stabilize the dollar be an inflationary easing by the United

 States rather than a deflationary tightening in the other countries of the world.

 The current attempts to slow the rise of the yen and the German mark provide a

 further example of the risk that exchange rate coordination is likely to be inflationary.

 The process of intervention in both Germany and Japan has led to very rapid

 increases in the money supply and in overall liquidity. This had increased the fear of

 inflation and raised long-term interest rates in both countries. Although the govern-

 ments of Germany and Japan have asked the United States to raise interest rates as an

 alternative way of maintaining the value of the dollar, the U.S. has been reluctant to

 do so in the context of a recovery that has already lasted five years and with an

 election this year. Although the German and Japanese intervention has not yet

 produced any significant rise in inflation, a continuation of the associated increases in

 money and overall liquidity for an extended period would undoubtedly begin to do so.

 Gains and Losses of an Overstrong Dollar

 There are of course some who believe that the real value of the dollar can be

 influenced by exchange market intervention alone. Before considering whether such a

 policy could be expected to work, it is useful to ask whether stabilizing the dollar

 would in itself have been desirable in today's world economy.

 Stopping the rise in the dollar's real value in early 1983 would have reduced the

 subsequent U.S. trade deficit. Output and employment would have deteriorated less

 in our export industries and in those firms that compete with imports from abroad.

 But that is only half of the story. The reduced trade deficit would automatically have

 meant a reduced capital inflow from abroad. Real interest rates would have been
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 8 Economic Perspectives

 higher in the United States. Investment in plant and equipment and housing

 construction would have been depressed. The pattern of employment would have been

 different, but there is no reason to suppose that total employment and output would

 have been higher. Moreover, the lower rate of capital formation would have reduced

 the growth of productivity.

 In short, stopping the dollar's rise earlier would have had both good and bad
 effects on the American economy. There is no way to know whether the favorable

 effects on the export industries and firms that compete with imports would have

 outweighed the adverse effects on capital investment. I believe that in the absence of

 clear evidence or analysis to the contrary, it is best to assume that the market produces

 a better solution than government intervention. That is as true about exchange market

 intervention as it is about so many other aspects of government interference with the

 market economy.

 The same principle is relevant today. If intervention per se could stop the dollar's

 fall at the present time, that would contribute to U.S. price stability and would

 maintain a flow of capital from abroad that dampens real interest rates and provides

 the funds to finance additional investment in housing and in plant and equipment.

 But the high dollar would also limit the improvement in the trade deficit, depressing

 activity in export industries and those that compete with imports from abroad.

 Ultimately, moreover, the dollar's adjustment would have to occur and would have to

 be larger because the dollar had contributed to a greater accumulation of net debt

 from the United States to the rest of the world.

 Exchange Market Intervention

 Although substantial past experience and economic logic both imply that ster-

 ilized exchange market intervention (i.e., currency intervention with no change in

 domestic monetary policy) cannot be expected to have a sustained effect on exchange

 rates, the fall of the dollar in the year after the G-5 finance ministers meeting at the

 Plaza Hotel in September 1985 and the relative stability of the dollar in the seven

 months after the Louvre meeting in February 1987 have led some government officials

 and others to attribute significant power to coordinated exchange rate intervention. I

 believe that conclusion is a misreading of the recent experience.

 There is in fact no evidence that the G-5 Plaza meeting or the subsequent

 coordinated intervention had any lasting effect on the dollar's rate of decline. In the

 days immediately after the G-5 meeting there was a four percent decline in the

 dollar's value. But the rate of decline of the dollar during the subsequent year was no

 greater than it had been in the six months before the G-5 meeting.

 Immediately after the Louvre meeting the central banks were able to prevent the

 dollar's continued decline by a combination of massive intervention and the threat of

 even more intervention in the future. But after a short time, continued stabilizing of

 the dollar required a significant rise in U.S. interest rates relative to interest rates in

 Japan and Germany. The resulting tight monetary policy in the United States and the
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 Feldstein 9

 fear of further Fed tightening in response to market pressure for a lower dollar were

 important causes of the stock market crash. As soon as the United States declared that

 monetary policy would no longer be directed at stabilizing the dollar, the dollar's

 value responded to market pressures and began to decline sharply. The experience in

 1987 thus again demonstrates the inability of intervention to shift currency values for

 more than a very short time.

 The Coordination of Macroeconomic Policies

 Coordinated exchange rate intervention is only one aspect of the potential

 coordination of macroeconomic policies. Indeed there are many who accept that

 exchange rate intervention per se is powerless and who therefore argue for a more

 general coordination of monetary and budget policies. The Tokyo summit in May

 1986 emphasized such macroeconomic coordination and called for a new "multi-

 lateral surveillance" procedure managed by the International Monetary Fund.

 The first such multilateral surveillance session was held in conjunction with the

 IMF annual meetings in September 1986. The agenda was predictable. The United

 States called on Japan and the European countries to expand their economies more

 rapidly in order to increase their imports from the United States. The Europeans and

 Japan called on the United States to reduce its budget deficit and to slow the decline

 of the dollar relative to their currencies, an inherently self-contradictory request. No

 serious agreements were reached. The Germans explained that their economy was

 expanding rapidly, that their monetary policy was if anything too loose already, and

 that a tax cut was scheduled for 1988. The Japanese noted that they were moving

 gradually toward fundamental changes in their economy and Treasury Secretary

 Baker said the United States was committed to eliminating the budget deficit over the

 next five years as promised in the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings legislation. In short,

 every country said it would go on doing just what it had been doing. And, despite the

 subsequent pronouncements at the Louvre meeting and the Venice summit, each

 country continued to pursue what it saw as its own interest, generally unaffected by

 the "international coordination" process.

 Only when the government of Japan became convinced in early 1987 that the

 sharp rise in the yen-dollar rate during 1986 would create a serious downturn for the

 Japanese economy did Japan abandon its goal of budget deficit reduction and adopt a
 package of fiscal and monetary stimulus. In contrast, Germany, despite its high
 unemployment and zero inflation rate, has not adopted any significant expansionary

 policies because of a government decision to give primacy to preventing inflation and
 to reducing domestic labor market rigidities. And the $70 billion decline in the U.S.

 budget deficit between 1986 and 1987 was not the result of international actions but of

 domestic politics and the peculiarities of budget accounting. This failure of the summit
 and other international coordination discussions to achieve any changes in domestic

 economic policies should not be seen as a surprise or as a reflection of the fact that the

 process of explicit coordination only began in 1986. It should be seen as the most
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 10 Economic Perspectives

 likely outcome of all such meetings. The experience at and immediately

 after the September 1987 IMF-World Bank meetings again demonstrated the empti-

 ness of the coordination process and the inclination of major governments to pursue

 their own self interests.

 Constitutional Limits on American Participation

 A primary reason why macroeconomic policy coordination cannot work as

 envisioned by its advocates is that the United States is constitutionally incapable of

 participating in such a negotiation. The separation of powers in the American form of

 government means that the Secretary of the Treasury cannot promise to reduce or

 expand the budget deficit or to change tax rules. This power does not rest with the

 president or the administration but depends on a legislative agreement between the

 president and the Congress. In this sense, the United States' participation in any

 macroeconomic coordination process is fundamentally different from the participation

 of a country with a parliamentary system in which the prime minister or the prime

 minister's representative can commit to a change in the nation's economic policy.

 It is sometimes suggested that an American Treasury secretary or president,

 although incapable of promising the enactment of specific budget legislation, could

 promise that the American government would support a particular legislative pro-

 posal. Such a suggestion ignores the negotiating nature of the relation between the

 president and the Congress. The president cannot propose the legislative package that

 he expects Congress to enact and he cannot disclose the extent to which he is willing to

 compromise on specific issues.

 Because it is impossible for the United States to reach an international agreement

 on specific budget, tax or spending policies, any actual agreement would have to call

 for a change in U.S. monetary policy. International economic coordination could thus

 be a recipe for the wrong policy change in the United States. For example, if the

 United States had entered into an agreement in 1983 or 1984 to shift policy in a way

 that reduced the value of the dollar, the agreement would have required an infla-

 tionary increase in the supply of money. At the present time, the finance ministers of

 other major industrial countries are urging the United States to defend the dollar by a

 tight monetary policy that could push the U.S. economy into an unnecessary

 recession. Moreover, even agreements on monetary policy would be beyond the legal

 authority of the Treasury secretary or the president since it would require the

 concurrence of the independent Federal Reserve.

 Even if the United States could participate effectively in international macroeco-

 nomic coordination, I believe that the incentive for the United States and other major

 industrial countries to do so is more apparent than real. Uncertainties about the actual

 state of the international economy and uncertainties about the effects of one country's

 policies on the economies of other countries make it impossible to be confident that

 coordinated policy shifts would actually be beneficial. The Germans still remember
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 Thinking About International Economic Coordination 11

 and regret their agreement to serve as a "locomotive" for worldwide expansion after

 the 1978 Bonn summit meeting. Today the Germans argue that foreign pressure for

 more expansionary German policy exaggerates the potentially favorable effects of

 such a change on foreign economies and ignores both the underlying strength of

 German demand and the need to achieve structural reforms in the German labor

 market as a precondition for reduced unemployment. A few years ago U.S. Treasury

 Secretary Regan argued that foreign pressure for the United States to reduce its

 budget deficit was misplaced because budget deficits do not influence interest rates,

 exchange rates and capital flows. When there are fundamental disagreements about

 the way the world economy works, there is little reason to believe that coordinated

 policy will produce improved performance.

 It is important to remember that to a very great extent a nation has the ability to

 achieve its economic goals by itself. Although the levels of demand, inflation, and

 interest rates in one country do affect the economies elsewhere, a country can manage

 its own monetary, budget and tax policies to offset many of the potential influences

 from abroad. Thus changes in domestic monetary policy can counteract the contrac-

 tionary or inflationary pressures from abroad and structural tax policies designed to

 encourage investment can offset the effects of a worldwide rise in real interest rates.

 There is also a serious risk that economic summits and ministerial meetings will

 inhibit appropriate changes in national economic policies. Governments may not take

 the politically painful steps that they should because they believe that foreign actions

 will make such policies unnecessary or because they want to use their own lack of

 action as part of a bargaining strategy to induce desired policies on the part of foreign

 governments. Thus the assertion at the Louvre ministerial and at the Venice summit

 that the dollar would stop declining may have contributed to a complacency that

 reduced pressure on the German government to provide adequate domestic stimulus

 and that may even have contributed to the failure of the American Congress to make

 greater progress in reducing future budget deficits.

 Concluding Remarks

 It is unfortunately easy and often politically convenient to exaggerate the

 potential gains from international economic coordination and to understate the ability

 of a nation to guide its own economic future. Our politicians and those of other

 leading countries should not be allowed to escape their responsibilities by blaming

 poor domestic economic performance on the policies pursued abroad. Similarly, it

 would be a serious mistake if the pursuit of international coordination in exchange

 markets and in macroeconomic policy management became an excuse for not

 pursuing appropriate domestic policies.

 Washington's explicit recognition of its responsibility for America's economic

 future would also reassure a nation that has become unnecessarily frightened by the

 prospect that international economic coordination will collapse. Unfortunately, ever

 since the May 1986 summit the U.S. administration and the governments of the other
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 12 Economic Perspectives

 industrial countries have emphatically asserted that international economic cooper-

 ation is crucial to a healthy international economy in general and to continued U.S.

 growth in particular. Since such assertions are not justified by the extent of the actual

 interdependence of the industrialized nations, Americans have been inappropriately

 worried about whether policy coordination would continue.

 Because foreign governments will inevitably pursue the policies that they believe

 are in their own best interests, it was inevitable that the process of international

 coordination would eventually collapse. This began with the actions of the German

 and Japanese governments in early October and was underscored by the statements of

 Secretary Baker just before the market crash. But the real problem contributing to the

 market decline was not the collapse of international macroeconomic coordination

 per se, but the false impression created by governments that healthy expansion

 requires such international coordination. Moreover, what appeared as cooperation by

 the European governments in reducing interest rates since late October was motivated

 by their desire to offset the contractionary effects of the worldwide stock market

 declines and the falling dollar, rather than as a gesture of cooperation with the United

 States.

 The United States should now explicitly but amicably abandon the policy of

 international coordination of macroeconomic policy. We should continue to cooperate

 with other countries by exchanging information about current and future policy

 decisions, but we should recognize explicitly that Japan and Germany have the right

 to pursue the monetary and fiscal policies that they believe are in their own best

 interests.

 It is frightening to the American public and upsetting to our financial markets to

 believe that the fate of our economy depends on the decisions made in Bonn and

 Tokyo. Portfolio investors, business managers and the public in general need to be

 reassured that we are not hostages to foreign economic policies, that the United States

 is the master of its own economic destiny, and that our government can and will do

 what is needed to maintain healthy economic growth.

 Although international coordination of macroeconomic policy-making sounds like

 a way to improve international relations more generally, there is a serious risk that it

 will have the opposite effect. An emphasis on international interdependence instead of

 sound domestic policies makes foreign governments the natural scapegoats for any

 poor economic performance. Pressing a foreign government to alter its domestic

 economic policies is itself a source of friction and the making of unkeepable promises

 can only lead to resentment. It would in general be far better if the major industrial

 countries concentrated on the pursuit of sound domestic economic policies and

 reserved the pursuit of international cooperation for those subjects like international

 trade and national security in which cooperation is truly essential.

 * This article is a condensed version of the 1987 Distinguished Lecture on Economics in

 Government, Joint Session of the American Economic Association and the Society of Government

 Economists, Chicago, December 28, 1987. A copy of the full lecture is available from the author.
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